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T
he wedding night. 

It’s your fi rst night 

together as a married 

couple, and one you’ll 

never forget. Once 

you slip away from 

the crowd, leaving the noise of the party 

behind, you can focus on sharing a tender 

moment with your new spouse. 

The only thing that could make it better? 

A sexy surprise.

Photographer Kate Hood of khi 

Photography knows exactly what will get 

your partner’s heart racing on your wedding 

night: boudoir photographs.

“When someone surprises their partner 

with sexy photographs, it gets an amazing 

reception,” says Hood. “People don’t expect 

it and they love knowing their new spouse 

has done this just for them.”

Having been in the industry since 

2008, Hood has a fresh perspective on 

what modern couples want. Offering 

engagement, wedding, boutique boudoir 

and family photography, khi Photography 

always makes sure the client’s personality is 

shining through.

While taking sexy photographs might 

sound daunting, Hood is sure to set her 

client’s mind at ease – working with each 

individual’s comfort level.

“The boudoir sessions are very private,” 

Hood stresses. “It’s just me and the client 

in the space together. We talk about how 

they want the pictures to turn out, what their 

partner will like and any insecurities they 

might have. People move past their body 

issues when they realize what beautiful 

photographs they can create.”

Hood always keeps it professional and 

lighthearted.

“Women usually start off shy, but we 

have lots of fun giggling, talking about our 

weddings and making silly jokes,” she says. 

“We always have a lot of fun.”

Hood can then create DVDs, custom-

designed albums or canvas prints for that 

special fi nishing touch.

As the only photographer in Muskoka to 

take on boutique boudoir photography the 

way she has, Hood has built a reputation as 

a trusted professional. She and her husband 

– who work side-by-side when she’s not 

shooting in the boudoir – have a dramatic 

collection of photojournalistic, black and 

white and modern shots in their portfolio. 

khi offers photography packages 

for couples-to-be that are customizable 

depending on preference. Hood also holds 

boudoir marathons in luxurious Toronto 

hotels, with the next marathon scheduled 

for Jan. 21 and 22. Couples and in-home 

Muskoka sessions are also available. 

Visit katehood.com or facebook.com/

khiphotography for more details.

“The pictures you took of my new wife 

are absolutely beautiful. You really did an 

amazing job at capturing her beauty. I have 

thoroughly enjoyed my wedding gift from 

her! You really do wonderful work.”

Paul B., groom

“I just wanted to say another huge, 

huge thank you for Saturday. I never could 

imagine that it would have been as fun and 

comfortable as you made it. It’s not every 

day that a stranger can make someone in 

their undies feel comfortable, especially in 

front of a camera! Thank you for being so 

incredibly fun, professional and showing 

me some of the shots. Also for spending 

the extra time and getting in those last 

few incredible pictures with the fl ash! I 

can’t wait to see them all and have you put 

together an album for my fi ancé.”

Stacy C., boudoir client and bride

A wedding night gift 

sure to delight


